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•Digital pictures are undergoing 
an explosion

•Image retrieval becomes crucial

- Image searching

- Personal albums

Image retrieval

Facebook: 2.5 billion/month

My PC: 10GB/vacation
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Image tagging

•Image retrieval systems use tags

•Human tagging 

- Accurate, widely used

- Slow and boring

•Image based auto-tagging 

- Still many constraints
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•Today’s smartphones have 
powerful built-in sensors

•People always carry their phones

Smartphone, the wild card
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•Today’s smartphones have 
powerful built-in sensors

•People always carry their phones

Figure 2: TagSense architecture – the camera phone triggers sensing in participating mobile phones and in-
structs them to return processed information.

word, and enter it in their respective phones. This pass-
word acts as a shared key, ensuring that sensed informa-
tion is confined only to group members. Thus, when Bob
takes a picture of Alice in a crowded place, the picture
does not get tagged with names of all other people in
the crowd. Privacy remains preserved.

Once Bob is ready to take the picture, he activates the
camera on the phone. Bob’s phone immediately broad-
casts an activate-sensor beacon, encrypted with the
shared key – phones in the group activate their respec-
tive sensors. Once Bob clicks the picture, Bob’s camera
sends a beacon with its local timestamp and the phones
record it. Phone to phone communication is performed
using the WiFi ad hoc mode. After a threshold time from
the click, the phones deactivate their sensors, perform
basic activity recognition on the sensed information,
and send them back to Bob’s phone. Bob’s phone assim-
ilates these per-person activities, and also infers some
contextual information from its own sensors, including
location, ambient sound, light, etc.

The per-person activities are received from each phone
in the group, not necessarily those who were in the pic-
ture. Thus, Bob’s phone must tell which phone-owners
were in the picture, and tag it accordingly. Briefly,
TagSense adopts three mechanisms. (1) When peo-
ple explicitly pose for the picture, TagSense extracts a
pause signature from the accelerometer readings. This
pause signature correlates well with the timing of the
photo-click, and is found to be mostly absent in people
who are not posing for the picture. (2) People in the
picture are often faced towards the camera. TagSense
leverages the phones’ and camera’s compass directions

to infer a “mutually facing” relationship; this heuristic
improves the confidence of the posing signatures. As
will be evident later, unknown and time-varying phone
orientations make the problem difficult. (3) For pictures
in which the subjects do not pose explicitly, the TagSense
camera takes multiple snapshots. The motion vectors for
the subjects are computed from the sequence of snap-
shots, and then correlated to the motion derived from
the phones’ accelerometer/compass readings. Phones
that exhibit a good correlation (between the visual and
acceleration dimensions) are used for tagging. The next
section visits the design of these techniques in detail.

Knowing which phones/people are in the picture, TagSense
extracts the context information only from these phones.
In some cases, the context information is adequate for di-
rect tagging (e.g., sitting, walking, indoor, outdoor, etc.).
However, some measurements require CPU-intensive
processing (e.g., laughter recognition), and others rely
on external databases (e.g., GPS-to-address). In these
cases, TagSense exports the measurements to a cloud
and retrieves additional tags. These tags are then or-
dered in a when-where-who-what format as follows,

<time, logical location,
name1 <activities for name1>,
name2 <activities for name2>, ...>

and uploaded into a specified repository for image search
and other applications.

4. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

This section zooms into the design and implementation
of the individual components in TagSense. We address
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TagSense

•A system for auto-tagging, with smartphone sensors

•Leverages multiple sensing domains
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TagSense architecture

Figure 2: TagSense architecture – the camera phone triggers sensing in participating mobile phones and in-
structs them to return processed information.
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the crowd. Privacy remains preserved.
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that exhibit a good correlation (between the visual and
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improves the confidence of the posing signatures. As
will be evident later, unknown and time-varying phone
orientations make the problem difficult. (3) For pictures
in which the subjects do not pose explicitly, the TagSense
camera takes multiple snapshots. The motion vectors for
the subjects are computed from the sequence of snap-
shots, and then correlated to the motion derived from
the phones’ accelerometer/compass readings. Phones
that exhibit a good correlation (between the visual and
acceleration dimensions) are used for tagging. The next
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sends a beacon with its local timestamp and the phones
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using the WiFi ad hoc mode. After a threshold time from
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basic activity recognition on the sensed information,
and send them back to Bob’s phone. Bob’s phone assim-
ilates these per-person activities, and also infers some
contextual information from its own sensors, including
location, ambient sound, light, etc.

The per-person activities are received from each phone
in the group, not necessarily those who were in the pic-
ture. Thus, Bob’s phone must tell which phone-owners
were in the picture, and tag it accordingly. Briefly,
TagSense adopts three mechanisms. (1) When peo-
ple explicitly pose for the picture, TagSense extracts a
pause signature from the accelerometer readings. This
pause signature correlates well with the timing of the
photo-click, and is found to be mostly absent in people
who are not posing for the picture. (2) People in the
picture are often faced towards the camera. TagSense
leverages the phones’ and camera’s compass directions

to infer a “mutually facing” relationship; this heuristic
improves the confidence of the posing signatures. As
will be evident later, unknown and time-varying phone
orientations make the problem difficult. (3) For pictures
in which the subjects do not pose explicitly, the TagSense
camera takes multiple snapshots. The motion vectors for
the subjects are computed from the sequence of snap-
shots, and then correlated to the motion derived from
the phones’ accelerometer/compass readings. Phones
that exhibit a good correlation (between the visual and
acceleration dimensions) are used for tagging. The next
section visits the design of these techniques in detail.

Knowing which phones/people are in the picture, TagSense
extracts the context information only from these phones.
In some cases, the context information is adequate for di-
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However, some measurements require CPU-intensive
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and retrieves additional tags. These tags are then or-
dered in a when-where-who-what format as follows,
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and uploaded into a specified repository for image search
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word, and enter it in their respective phones. This pass-
word acts as a shared key, ensuring that sensed informa-
tion is confined only to group members. Thus, when Bob
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does not get tagged with names of all other people in
the crowd. Privacy remains preserved.
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shared key – phones in the group activate their respec-
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sends a beacon with its local timestamp and the phones
record it. Phone to phone communication is performed
using the WiFi ad hoc mode. After a threshold time from
the click, the phones deactivate their sensors, perform
basic activity recognition on the sensed information,
and send them back to Bob’s phone. Bob’s phone assim-
ilates these per-person activities, and also infers some
contextual information from its own sensors, including
location, ambient sound, light, etc.

The per-person activities are received from each phone
in the group, not necessarily those who were in the pic-
ture. Thus, Bob’s phone must tell which phone-owners
were in the picture, and tag it accordingly. Briefly,
TagSense adopts three mechanisms. (1) When peo-
ple explicitly pose for the picture, TagSense extracts a
pause signature from the accelerometer readings. This
pause signature correlates well with the timing of the
photo-click, and is found to be mostly absent in people
who are not posing for the picture. (2) People in the
picture are often faced towards the camera. TagSense
leverages the phones’ and camera’s compass directions

to infer a “mutually facing” relationship; this heuristic
improves the confidence of the posing signatures. As
will be evident later, unknown and time-varying phone
orientations make the problem difficult. (3) For pictures
in which the subjects do not pose explicitly, the TagSense
camera takes multiple snapshots. The motion vectors for
the subjects are computed from the sequence of snap-
shots, and then correlated to the motion derived from
the phones’ accelerometer/compass readings. Phones
that exhibit a good correlation (between the visual and
acceleration dimensions) are used for tagging. The next
section visits the design of these techniques in detail.

Knowing which phones/people are in the picture, TagSense
extracts the context information only from these phones.
In some cases, the context information is adequate for di-
rect tagging (e.g., sitting, walking, indoor, outdoor, etc.).
However, some measurements require CPU-intensive
processing (e.g., laughter recognition), and others rely
on external databases (e.g., GPS-to-address). In these
cases, TagSense exports the measurements to a cloud
and retrieves additional tags. These tags are then or-
dered in a when-where-who-what format as follows,

<time, logical location,
name1 <activities for name1>,
name2 <activities for name2>, ...>

and uploaded into a specified repository for image search
and other applications.
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word, and enter it in their respective phones. This pass-
word acts as a shared key, ensuring that sensed informa-
tion is confined only to group members. Thus, when Bob
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does not get tagged with names of all other people in
the crowd. Privacy remains preserved.
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camera on the phone. Bob’s phone immediately broad-
casts an activate-sensor beacon, encrypted with the
shared key – phones in the group activate their respec-
tive sensors. Once Bob clicks the picture, Bob’s camera
sends a beacon with its local timestamp and the phones
record it. Phone to phone communication is performed
using the WiFi ad hoc mode. After a threshold time from
the click, the phones deactivate their sensors, perform
basic activity recognition on the sensed information,
and send them back to Bob’s phone. Bob’s phone assim-
ilates these per-person activities, and also infers some
contextual information from its own sensors, including
location, ambient sound, light, etc.

The per-person activities are received from each phone
in the group, not necessarily those who were in the pic-
ture. Thus, Bob’s phone must tell which phone-owners
were in the picture, and tag it accordingly. Briefly,
TagSense adopts three mechanisms. (1) When peo-
ple explicitly pose for the picture, TagSense extracts a
pause signature from the accelerometer readings. This
pause signature correlates well with the timing of the
photo-click, and is found to be mostly absent in people
who are not posing for the picture. (2) People in the
picture are often faced towards the camera. TagSense
leverages the phones’ and camera’s compass directions

to infer a “mutually facing” relationship; this heuristic
improves the confidence of the posing signatures. As
will be evident later, unknown and time-varying phone
orientations make the problem difficult. (3) For pictures
in which the subjects do not pose explicitly, the TagSense
camera takes multiple snapshots. The motion vectors for
the subjects are computed from the sequence of snap-
shots, and then correlated to the motion derived from
the phones’ accelerometer/compass readings. Phones
that exhibit a good correlation (between the visual and
acceleration dimensions) are used for tagging. The next
section visits the design of these techniques in detail.

Knowing which phones/people are in the picture, TagSense
extracts the context information only from these phones.
In some cases, the context information is adequate for di-
rect tagging (e.g., sitting, walking, indoor, outdoor, etc.).
However, some measurements require CPU-intensive
processing (e.g., laughter recognition), and others rely
on external databases (e.g., GPS-to-address). In these
cases, TagSense exports the measurements to a cloud
and retrieves additional tags. These tags are then or-
dered in a when-where-who-what format as follows,

<time, logical location,
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and uploaded into a specified repository for image search
and other applications.
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word, and enter it in their respective phones. This pass-
word acts as a shared key, ensuring that sensed informa-
tion is confined only to group members. Thus, when Bob
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does not get tagged with names of all other people in
the crowd. Privacy remains preserved.
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casts an activate-sensor beacon, encrypted with the
shared key – phones in the group activate their respec-
tive sensors. Once Bob clicks the picture, Bob’s camera
sends a beacon with its local timestamp and the phones
record it. Phone to phone communication is performed
using the WiFi ad hoc mode. After a threshold time from
the click, the phones deactivate their sensors, perform
basic activity recognition on the sensed information,
and send them back to Bob’s phone. Bob’s phone assim-
ilates these per-person activities, and also infers some
contextual information from its own sensors, including
location, ambient sound, light, etc.

The per-person activities are received from each phone
in the group, not necessarily those who were in the pic-
ture. Thus, Bob’s phone must tell which phone-owners
were in the picture, and tag it accordingly. Briefly,
TagSense adopts three mechanisms. (1) When peo-
ple explicitly pose for the picture, TagSense extracts a
pause signature from the accelerometer readings. This
pause signature correlates well with the timing of the
photo-click, and is found to be mostly absent in people
who are not posing for the picture. (2) People in the
picture are often faced towards the camera. TagSense
leverages the phones’ and camera’s compass directions

to infer a “mutually facing” relationship; this heuristic
improves the confidence of the posing signatures. As
will be evident later, unknown and time-varying phone
orientations make the problem difficult. (3) For pictures
in which the subjects do not pose explicitly, the TagSense
camera takes multiple snapshots. The motion vectors for
the subjects are computed from the sequence of snap-
shots, and then correlated to the motion derived from
the phones’ accelerometer/compass readings. Phones
that exhibit a good correlation (between the visual and
acceleration dimensions) are used for tagging. The next
section visits the design of these techniques in detail.

Knowing which phones/people are in the picture, TagSense
extracts the context information only from these phones.
In some cases, the context information is adequate for di-
rect tagging (e.g., sitting, walking, indoor, outdoor, etc.).
However, some measurements require CPU-intensive
processing (e.g., laughter recognition), and others rely
on external databases (e.g., GPS-to-address). In these
cases, TagSense exports the measurements to a cloud
and retrieves additional tags. These tags are then or-
dered in a when-where-who-what format as follows,

<time, logical location,
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and other applications.
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ilates these per-person activities, and also infers some
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The per-person activities are received from each phone
in the group, not necessarily those who were in the pic-
ture. Thus, Bob’s phone must tell which phone-owners
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TagSense adopts three mechanisms. (1) When peo-
ple explicitly pose for the picture, TagSense extracts a
pause signature from the accelerometer readings. This
pause signature correlates well with the timing of the
photo-click, and is found to be mostly absent in people
who are not posing for the picture. (2) People in the
picture are often faced towards the camera. TagSense
leverages the phones’ and camera’s compass directions

to infer a “mutually facing” relationship; this heuristic
improves the confidence of the posing signatures. As
will be evident later, unknown and time-varying phone
orientations make the problem difficult. (3) For pictures
in which the subjects do not pose explicitly, the TagSense
camera takes multiple snapshots. The motion vectors for
the subjects are computed from the sequence of snap-
shots, and then correlated to the motion derived from
the phones’ accelerometer/compass readings. Phones
that exhibit a good correlation (between the visual and
acceleration dimensions) are used for tagging. The next
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word, and enter it in their respective phones. This pass-
word acts as a shared key, ensuring that sensed informa-
tion is confined only to group members. Thus, when Bob
takes a picture of Alice in a crowded place, the picture
does not get tagged with names of all other people in
the crowd. Privacy remains preserved.

Once Bob is ready to take the picture, he activates the
camera on the phone. Bob’s phone immediately broad-
casts an activate-sensor beacon, encrypted with the
shared key – phones in the group activate their respec-
tive sensors. Once Bob clicks the picture, Bob’s camera
sends a beacon with its local timestamp and the phones
record it. Phone to phone communication is performed
using the WiFi ad hoc mode. After a threshold time from
the click, the phones deactivate their sensors, perform
basic activity recognition on the sensed information,
and send them back to Bob’s phone. Bob’s phone assim-
ilates these per-person activities, and also infers some
contextual information from its own sensors, including
location, ambient sound, light, etc.

The per-person activities are received from each phone
in the group, not necessarily those who were in the pic-
ture. Thus, Bob’s phone must tell which phone-owners
were in the picture, and tag it accordingly. Briefly,
TagSense adopts three mechanisms. (1) When peo-
ple explicitly pose for the picture, TagSense extracts a
pause signature from the accelerometer readings. This
pause signature correlates well with the timing of the
photo-click, and is found to be mostly absent in people
who are not posing for the picture. (2) People in the
picture are often faced towards the camera. TagSense
leverages the phones’ and camera’s compass directions

to infer a “mutually facing” relationship; this heuristic
improves the confidence of the posing signatures. As
will be evident later, unknown and time-varying phone
orientations make the problem difficult. (3) For pictures
in which the subjects do not pose explicitly, the TagSense
camera takes multiple snapshots. The motion vectors for
the subjects are computed from the sequence of snap-
shots, and then correlated to the motion derived from
the phones’ accelerometer/compass readings. Phones
that exhibit a good correlation (between the visual and
acceleration dimensions) are used for tagging. The next
section visits the design of these techniques in detail.

Knowing which phones/people are in the picture, TagSense
extracts the context information only from these phones.
In some cases, the context information is adequate for di-
rect tagging (e.g., sitting, walking, indoor, outdoor, etc.).
However, some measurements require CPU-intensive
processing (e.g., laughter recognition), and others rely
on external databases (e.g., GPS-to-address). In these
cases, TagSense exports the measurements to a cloud
and retrieves additional tags. These tags are then or-
dered in a when-where-who-what format as follows,

<time, logical location,
name1 <activities for name1>,
name2 <activities for name2>, ...>

and uploaded into a specified repository for image search
and other applications.
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word, and enter it in their respective phones. This pass-
word acts as a shared key, ensuring that sensed informa-
tion is confined only to group members. Thus, when Bob
takes a picture of Alice in a crowded place, the picture
does not get tagged with names of all other people in
the crowd. Privacy remains preserved.
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ture. Thus, Bob’s phone must tell which phone-owners
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TagSense adopts three mechanisms. (1) When peo-
ple explicitly pose for the picture, TagSense extracts a
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pause signature correlates well with the timing of the
photo-click, and is found to be mostly absent in people
who are not posing for the picture. (2) People in the
picture are often faced towards the camera. TagSense
leverages the phones’ and camera’s compass directions

to infer a “mutually facing” relationship; this heuristic
improves the confidence of the posing signatures. As
will be evident later, unknown and time-varying phone
orientations make the problem difficult. (3) For pictures
in which the subjects do not pose explicitly, the TagSense
camera takes multiple snapshots. The motion vectors for
the subjects are computed from the sequence of snap-
shots, and then correlated to the motion derived from
the phones’ accelerometer/compass readings. Phones
that exhibit a good correlation (between the visual and
acceleration dimensions) are used for tagging. The next
section visits the design of these techniques in detail.
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extracts the context information only from these phones.
In some cases, the context information is adequate for di-
rect tagging (e.g., sitting, walking, indoor, outdoor, etc.).
However, some measurements require CPU-intensive
processing (e.g., laughter recognition), and others rely
on external databases (e.g., GPS-to-address). In these
cases, TagSense exports the measurements to a cloud
and retrieves additional tags. These tags are then or-
dered in a when-where-who-what format as follows,
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and other applications.
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word, and enter it in their respective phones. This pass-
word acts as a shared key, ensuring that sensed informa-
tion is confined only to group members. Thus, when Bob
takes a picture of Alice in a crowded place, the picture
does not get tagged with names of all other people in
the crowd. Privacy remains preserved.

Once Bob is ready to take the picture, he activates the
camera on the phone. Bob’s phone immediately broad-
casts an activate-sensor beacon, encrypted with the
shared key – phones in the group activate their respec-
tive sensors. Once Bob clicks the picture, Bob’s camera
sends a beacon with its local timestamp and the phones
record it. Phone to phone communication is performed
using the WiFi ad hoc mode. After a threshold time from
the click, the phones deactivate their sensors, perform
basic activity recognition on the sensed information,
and send them back to Bob’s phone. Bob’s phone assim-
ilates these per-person activities, and also infers some
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The per-person activities are received from each phone
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ture. Thus, Bob’s phone must tell which phone-owners
were in the picture, and tag it accordingly. Briefly,
TagSense adopts three mechanisms. (1) When peo-
ple explicitly pose for the picture, TagSense extracts a
pause signature from the accelerometer readings. This
pause signature correlates well with the timing of the
photo-click, and is found to be mostly absent in people
who are not posing for the picture. (2) People in the
picture are often faced towards the camera. TagSense
leverages the phones’ and camera’s compass directions

to infer a “mutually facing” relationship; this heuristic
improves the confidence of the posing signatures. As
will be evident later, unknown and time-varying phone
orientations make the problem difficult. (3) For pictures
in which the subjects do not pose explicitly, the TagSense
camera takes multiple snapshots. The motion vectors for
the subjects are computed from the sequence of snap-
shots, and then correlated to the motion derived from
the phones’ accelerometer/compass readings. Phones
that exhibit a good correlation (between the visual and
acceleration dimensions) are used for tagging. The next
section visits the design of these techniques in detail.
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extracts the context information only from these phones.
In some cases, the context information is adequate for di-
rect tagging (e.g., sitting, walking, indoor, outdoor, etc.).
However, some measurements require CPU-intensive
processing (e.g., laughter recognition), and others rely
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and retrieves additional tags. These tags are then or-
dered in a when-where-who-what format as follows,
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word acts as a shared key, ensuring that sensed informa-
tion is confined only to group members. Thus, when Bob
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does not get tagged with names of all other people in
the crowd. Privacy remains preserved.

Once Bob is ready to take the picture, he activates the
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casts an activate-sensor beacon, encrypted with the
shared key – phones in the group activate their respec-
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sends a beacon with its local timestamp and the phones
record it. Phone to phone communication is performed
using the WiFi ad hoc mode. After a threshold time from
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basic activity recognition on the sensed information,
and send them back to Bob’s phone. Bob’s phone assim-
ilates these per-person activities, and also infers some
contextual information from its own sensors, including
location, ambient sound, light, etc.

The per-person activities are received from each phone
in the group, not necessarily those who were in the pic-
ture. Thus, Bob’s phone must tell which phone-owners
were in the picture, and tag it accordingly. Briefly,
TagSense adopts three mechanisms. (1) When peo-
ple explicitly pose for the picture, TagSense extracts a
pause signature from the accelerometer readings. This
pause signature correlates well with the timing of the
photo-click, and is found to be mostly absent in people
who are not posing for the picture. (2) People in the
picture are often faced towards the camera. TagSense
leverages the phones’ and camera’s compass directions

to infer a “mutually facing” relationship; this heuristic
improves the confidence of the posing signatures. As
will be evident later, unknown and time-varying phone
orientations make the problem difficult. (3) For pictures
in which the subjects do not pose explicitly, the TagSense
camera takes multiple snapshots. The motion vectors for
the subjects are computed from the sequence of snap-
shots, and then correlated to the motion derived from
the phones’ accelerometer/compass readings. Phones
that exhibit a good correlation (between the visual and
acceleration dimensions) are used for tagging. The next
section visits the design of these techniques in detail.

Knowing which phones/people are in the picture, TagSense
extracts the context information only from these phones.
In some cases, the context information is adequate for di-
rect tagging (e.g., sitting, walking, indoor, outdoor, etc.).
However, some measurements require CPU-intensive
processing (e.g., laughter recognition), and others rely
on external databases (e.g., GPS-to-address). In these
cases, TagSense exports the measurements to a cloud
and retrieves additional tags. These tags are then or-
dered in a when-where-who-what format as follows,

<time, logical location,
name1 <activities for name1>,
name2 <activities for name2>, ...>

and uploaded into a specified repository for image search
and other applications.
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word, and enter it in their respective phones. This pass-
word acts as a shared key, ensuring that sensed informa-
tion is confined only to group members. Thus, when Bob
takes a picture of Alice in a crowded place, the picture
does not get tagged with names of all other people in
the crowd. Privacy remains preserved.

Once Bob is ready to take the picture, he activates the
camera on the phone. Bob’s phone immediately broad-
casts an activate-sensor beacon, encrypted with the
shared key – phones in the group activate their respec-
tive sensors. Once Bob clicks the picture, Bob’s camera
sends a beacon with its local timestamp and the phones
record it. Phone to phone communication is performed
using the WiFi ad hoc mode. After a threshold time from
the click, the phones deactivate their sensors, perform
basic activity recognition on the sensed information,
and send them back to Bob’s phone. Bob’s phone assim-
ilates these per-person activities, and also infers some
contextual information from its own sensors, including
location, ambient sound, light, etc.

The per-person activities are received from each phone
in the group, not necessarily those who were in the pic-
ture. Thus, Bob’s phone must tell which phone-owners
were in the picture, and tag it accordingly. Briefly,
TagSense adopts three mechanisms. (1) When peo-
ple explicitly pose for the picture, TagSense extracts a
pause signature from the accelerometer readings. This
pause signature correlates well with the timing of the
photo-click, and is found to be mostly absent in people
who are not posing for the picture. (2) People in the
picture are often faced towards the camera. TagSense
leverages the phones’ and camera’s compass directions

to infer a “mutually facing” relationship; this heuristic
improves the confidence of the posing signatures. As
will be evident later, unknown and time-varying phone
orientations make the problem difficult. (3) For pictures
in which the subjects do not pose explicitly, the TagSense
camera takes multiple snapshots. The motion vectors for
the subjects are computed from the sequence of snap-
shots, and then correlated to the motion derived from
the phones’ accelerometer/compass readings. Phones
that exhibit a good correlation (between the visual and
acceleration dimensions) are used for tagging. The next
section visits the design of these techniques in detail.

Knowing which phones/people are in the picture, TagSense
extracts the context information only from these phones.
In some cases, the context information is adequate for di-
rect tagging (e.g., sitting, walking, indoor, outdoor, etc.).
However, some measurements require CPU-intensive
processing (e.g., laughter recognition), and others rely
on external databases (e.g., GPS-to-address). In these
cases, TagSense exports the measurements to a cloud
and retrieves additional tags. These tags are then or-
dered in a when-where-who-what format as follows,

<time, logical location,
name1 <activities for name1>,
name2 <activities for name2>, ...>

and uploaded into a specified repository for image search
and other applications.

4. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

This section zooms into the design and implementation
of the individual components in TagSense. We address
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word, and enter it in their respective phones. This pass-
word acts as a shared key, ensuring that sensed informa-
tion is confined only to group members. Thus, when Bob
takes a picture of Alice in a crowded place, the picture
does not get tagged with names of all other people in
the crowd. Privacy remains preserved.

Once Bob is ready to take the picture, he activates the
camera on the phone. Bob’s phone immediately broad-
casts an activate-sensor beacon, encrypted with the
shared key – phones in the group activate their respec-
tive sensors. Once Bob clicks the picture, Bob’s camera
sends a beacon with its local timestamp and the phones
record it. Phone to phone communication is performed
using the WiFi ad hoc mode. After a threshold time from
the click, the phones deactivate their sensors, perform
basic activity recognition on the sensed information,
and send them back to Bob’s phone. Bob’s phone assim-
ilates these per-person activities, and also infers some
contextual information from its own sensors, including
location, ambient sound, light, etc.

The per-person activities are received from each phone
in the group, not necessarily those who were in the pic-
ture. Thus, Bob’s phone must tell which phone-owners
were in the picture, and tag it accordingly. Briefly,
TagSense adopts three mechanisms. (1) When peo-
ple explicitly pose for the picture, TagSense extracts a
pause signature from the accelerometer readings. This
pause signature correlates well with the timing of the
photo-click, and is found to be mostly absent in people
who are not posing for the picture. (2) People in the
picture are often faced towards the camera. TagSense
leverages the phones’ and camera’s compass directions

to infer a “mutually facing” relationship; this heuristic
improves the confidence of the posing signatures. As
will be evident later, unknown and time-varying phone
orientations make the problem difficult. (3) For pictures
in which the subjects do not pose explicitly, the TagSense
camera takes multiple snapshots. The motion vectors for
the subjects are computed from the sequence of snap-
shots, and then correlated to the motion derived from
the phones’ accelerometer/compass readings. Phones
that exhibit a good correlation (between the visual and
acceleration dimensions) are used for tagging. The next
section visits the design of these techniques in detail.

Knowing which phones/people are in the picture, TagSense
extracts the context information only from these phones.
In some cases, the context information is adequate for di-
rect tagging (e.g., sitting, walking, indoor, outdoor, etc.).
However, some measurements require CPU-intensive
processing (e.g., laughter recognition), and others rely
on external databases (e.g., GPS-to-address). In these
cases, TagSense exports the measurements to a cloud
and retrieves additional tags. These tags are then or-
dered in a when-where-who-what format as follows,

<time, logical location,
name1 <activities for name1>,
name2 <activities for name2>, ...>

and uploaded into a specified repository for image search
and other applications.

4. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

This section zooms into the design and implementation
of the individual components in TagSense. We address
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word, and enter it in their respective phones. This pass-
word acts as a shared key, ensuring that sensed informa-
tion is confined only to group members. Thus, when Bob
takes a picture of Alice in a crowded place, the picture
does not get tagged with names of all other people in
the crowd. Privacy remains preserved.

Once Bob is ready to take the picture, he activates the
camera on the phone. Bob’s phone immediately broad-
casts an activate-sensor beacon, encrypted with the
shared key – phones in the group activate their respec-
tive sensors. Once Bob clicks the picture, Bob’s camera
sends a beacon with its local timestamp and the phones
record it. Phone to phone communication is performed
using the WiFi ad hoc mode. After a threshold time from
the click, the phones deactivate their sensors, perform
basic activity recognition on the sensed information,
and send them back to Bob’s phone. Bob’s phone assim-
ilates these per-person activities, and also infers some
contextual information from its own sensors, including
location, ambient sound, light, etc.

The per-person activities are received from each phone
in the group, not necessarily those who were in the pic-
ture. Thus, Bob’s phone must tell which phone-owners
were in the picture, and tag it accordingly. Briefly,
TagSense adopts three mechanisms. (1) When peo-
ple explicitly pose for the picture, TagSense extracts a
pause signature from the accelerometer readings. This
pause signature correlates well with the timing of the
photo-click, and is found to be mostly absent in people
who are not posing for the picture. (2) People in the
picture are often faced towards the camera. TagSense
leverages the phones’ and camera’s compass directions

to infer a “mutually facing” relationship; this heuristic
improves the confidence of the posing signatures. As
will be evident later, unknown and time-varying phone
orientations make the problem difficult. (3) For pictures
in which the subjects do not pose explicitly, the TagSense
camera takes multiple snapshots. The motion vectors for
the subjects are computed from the sequence of snap-
shots, and then correlated to the motion derived from
the phones’ accelerometer/compass readings. Phones
that exhibit a good correlation (between the visual and
acceleration dimensions) are used for tagging. The next
section visits the design of these techniques in detail.

Knowing which phones/people are in the picture, TagSense
extracts the context information only from these phones.
In some cases, the context information is adequate for di-
rect tagging (e.g., sitting, walking, indoor, outdoor, etc.).
However, some measurements require CPU-intensive
processing (e.g., laughter recognition), and others rely
on external databases (e.g., GPS-to-address). In these
cases, TagSense exports the measurements to a cloud
and retrieves additional tags. These tags are then or-
dered in a when-where-who-what format as follows,

<time, logical location,
name1 <activities for name1>,
name2 <activities for name2>, ...>

and uploaded into a specified repository for image search
and other applications.
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word, and enter it in their respective phones. This pass-
word acts as a shared key, ensuring that sensed informa-
tion is confined only to group members. Thus, when Bob
takes a picture of Alice in a crowded place, the picture
does not get tagged with names of all other people in
the crowd. Privacy remains preserved.

Once Bob is ready to take the picture, he activates the
camera on the phone. Bob’s phone immediately broad-
casts an activate-sensor beacon, encrypted with the
shared key – phones in the group activate their respec-
tive sensors. Once Bob clicks the picture, Bob’s camera
sends a beacon with its local timestamp and the phones
record it. Phone to phone communication is performed
using the WiFi ad hoc mode. After a threshold time from
the click, the phones deactivate their sensors, perform
basic activity recognition on the sensed information,
and send them back to Bob’s phone. Bob’s phone assim-
ilates these per-person activities, and also infers some
contextual information from its own sensors, including
location, ambient sound, light, etc.

The per-person activities are received from each phone
in the group, not necessarily those who were in the pic-
ture. Thus, Bob’s phone must tell which phone-owners
were in the picture, and tag it accordingly. Briefly,
TagSense adopts three mechanisms. (1) When peo-
ple explicitly pose for the picture, TagSense extracts a
pause signature from the accelerometer readings. This
pause signature correlates well with the timing of the
photo-click, and is found to be mostly absent in people
who are not posing for the picture. (2) People in the
picture are often faced towards the camera. TagSense
leverages the phones’ and camera’s compass directions

to infer a “mutually facing” relationship; this heuristic
improves the confidence of the posing signatures. As
will be evident later, unknown and time-varying phone
orientations make the problem difficult. (3) For pictures
in which the subjects do not pose explicitly, the TagSense
camera takes multiple snapshots. The motion vectors for
the subjects are computed from the sequence of snap-
shots, and then correlated to the motion derived from
the phones’ accelerometer/compass readings. Phones
that exhibit a good correlation (between the visual and
acceleration dimensions) are used for tagging. The next
section visits the design of these techniques in detail.

Knowing which phones/people are in the picture, TagSense
extracts the context information only from these phones.
In some cases, the context information is adequate for di-
rect tagging (e.g., sitting, walking, indoor, outdoor, etc.).
However, some measurements require CPU-intensive
processing (e.g., laughter recognition), and others rely
on external databases (e.g., GPS-to-address). In these
cases, TagSense exports the measurements to a cloud
and retrieves additional tags. These tags are then or-
dered in a when-where-who-what format as follows,

<time, logical location,
name1 <activities for name1>,
name2 <activities for name2>, ...>

and uploaded into a specified repository for image search
and other applications.
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word, and enter it in their respective phones. This pass-
word acts as a shared key, ensuring that sensed informa-
tion is confined only to group members. Thus, when Bob
takes a picture of Alice in a crowded place, the picture
does not get tagged with names of all other people in
the crowd. Privacy remains preserved.

Once Bob is ready to take the picture, he activates the
camera on the phone. Bob’s phone immediately broad-
casts an activate-sensor beacon, encrypted with the
shared key – phones in the group activate their respec-
tive sensors. Once Bob clicks the picture, Bob’s camera
sends a beacon with its local timestamp and the phones
record it. Phone to phone communication is performed
using the WiFi ad hoc mode. After a threshold time from
the click, the phones deactivate their sensors, perform
basic activity recognition on the sensed information,
and send them back to Bob’s phone. Bob’s phone assim-
ilates these per-person activities, and also infers some
contextual information from its own sensors, including
location, ambient sound, light, etc.

The per-person activities are received from each phone
in the group, not necessarily those who were in the pic-
ture. Thus, Bob’s phone must tell which phone-owners
were in the picture, and tag it accordingly. Briefly,
TagSense adopts three mechanisms. (1) When peo-
ple explicitly pose for the picture, TagSense extracts a
pause signature from the accelerometer readings. This
pause signature correlates well with the timing of the
photo-click, and is found to be mostly absent in people
who are not posing for the picture. (2) People in the
picture are often faced towards the camera. TagSense
leverages the phones’ and camera’s compass directions

to infer a “mutually facing” relationship; this heuristic
improves the confidence of the posing signatures. As
will be evident later, unknown and time-varying phone
orientations make the problem difficult. (3) For pictures
in which the subjects do not pose explicitly, the TagSense
camera takes multiple snapshots. The motion vectors for
the subjects are computed from the sequence of snap-
shots, and then correlated to the motion derived from
the phones’ accelerometer/compass readings. Phones
that exhibit a good correlation (between the visual and
acceleration dimensions) are used for tagging. The next
section visits the design of these techniques in detail.

Knowing which phones/people are in the picture, TagSense
extracts the context information only from these phones.
In some cases, the context information is adequate for di-
rect tagging (e.g., sitting, walking, indoor, outdoor, etc.).
However, some measurements require CPU-intensive
processing (e.g., laughter recognition), and others rely
on external databases (e.g., GPS-to-address). In these
cases, TagSense exports the measurements to a cloud
and retrieves additional tags. These tags are then or-
dered in a when-where-who-what format as follows,

<time, logical location,
name1 <activities for name1>,
name2 <activities for name2>, ...>

and uploaded into a specified repository for image search
and other applications.
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word, and enter it in their respective phones. This pass-
word acts as a shared key, ensuring that sensed informa-
tion is confined only to group members. Thus, when Bob
takes a picture of Alice in a crowded place, the picture
does not get tagged with names of all other people in
the crowd. Privacy remains preserved.

Once Bob is ready to take the picture, he activates the
camera on the phone. Bob’s phone immediately broad-
casts an activate-sensor beacon, encrypted with the
shared key – phones in the group activate their respec-
tive sensors. Once Bob clicks the picture, Bob’s camera
sends a beacon with its local timestamp and the phones
record it. Phone to phone communication is performed
using the WiFi ad hoc mode. After a threshold time from
the click, the phones deactivate their sensors, perform
basic activity recognition on the sensed information,
and send them back to Bob’s phone. Bob’s phone assim-
ilates these per-person activities, and also infers some
contextual information from its own sensors, including
location, ambient sound, light, etc.

The per-person activities are received from each phone
in the group, not necessarily those who were in the pic-
ture. Thus, Bob’s phone must tell which phone-owners
were in the picture, and tag it accordingly. Briefly,
TagSense adopts three mechanisms. (1) When peo-
ple explicitly pose for the picture, TagSense extracts a
pause signature from the accelerometer readings. This
pause signature correlates well with the timing of the
photo-click, and is found to be mostly absent in people
who are not posing for the picture. (2) People in the
picture are often faced towards the camera. TagSense
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shots, and then correlated to the motion derived from
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that exhibit a good correlation (between the visual and
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word, and enter it in their respective phones. This pass-
word acts as a shared key, ensuring that sensed informa-
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word, and enter it in their respective phones. This pass-
word acts as a shared key, ensuring that sensed informa-
tion is confined only to group members. Thus, when Bob
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the crowd. Privacy remains preserved.
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using the WiFi ad hoc mode. After a threshold time from
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and send them back to Bob’s phone. Bob’s phone assim-
ilates these per-person activities, and also infers some
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pause signature from the accelerometer readings. This
pause signature correlates well with the timing of the
photo-click, and is found to be mostly absent in people
who are not posing for the picture. (2) People in the
picture are often faced towards the camera. TagSense
leverages the phones’ and camera’s compass directions

to infer a “mutually facing” relationship; this heuristic
improves the confidence of the posing signatures. As
will be evident later, unknown and time-varying phone
orientations make the problem difficult. (3) For pictures
in which the subjects do not pose explicitly, the TagSense
camera takes multiple snapshots. The motion vectors for
the subjects are computed from the sequence of snap-
shots, and then correlated to the motion derived from
the phones’ accelerometer/compass readings. Phones
that exhibit a good correlation (between the visual and
acceleration dimensions) are used for tagging. The next
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word, and enter it in their respective phones. This pass-
word acts as a shared key, ensuring that sensed informa-
tion is confined only to group members. Thus, when Bob
takes a picture of Alice in a crowded place, the picture
does not get tagged with names of all other people in
the crowd. Privacy remains preserved.

Once Bob is ready to take the picture, he activates the
camera on the phone. Bob’s phone immediately broad-
casts an activate-sensor beacon, encrypted with the
shared key – phones in the group activate their respec-
tive sensors. Once Bob clicks the picture, Bob’s camera
sends a beacon with its local timestamp and the phones
record it. Phone to phone communication is performed
using the WiFi ad hoc mode. After a threshold time from
the click, the phones deactivate their sensors, perform
basic activity recognition on the sensed information,
and send them back to Bob’s phone. Bob’s phone assim-
ilates these per-person activities, and also infers some
contextual information from its own sensors, including
location, ambient sound, light, etc.

The per-person activities are received from each phone
in the group, not necessarily those who were in the pic-
ture. Thus, Bob’s phone must tell which phone-owners
were in the picture, and tag it accordingly. Briefly,
TagSense adopts three mechanisms. (1) When peo-
ple explicitly pose for the picture, TagSense extracts a
pause signature from the accelerometer readings. This
pause signature correlates well with the timing of the
photo-click, and is found to be mostly absent in people
who are not posing for the picture. (2) People in the
picture are often faced towards the camera. TagSense
leverages the phones’ and camera’s compass directions

to infer a “mutually facing” relationship; this heuristic
improves the confidence of the posing signatures. As
will be evident later, unknown and time-varying phone
orientations make the problem difficult. (3) For pictures
in which the subjects do not pose explicitly, the TagSense
camera takes multiple snapshots. The motion vectors for
the subjects are computed from the sequence of snap-
shots, and then correlated to the motion derived from
the phones’ accelerometer/compass readings. Phones
that exhibit a good correlation (between the visual and
acceleration dimensions) are used for tagging. The next
section visits the design of these techniques in detail.
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In some cases, the context information is adequate for di-
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word, and enter it in their respective phones. This pass-
word acts as a shared key, ensuring that sensed informa-
tion is confined only to group members. Thus, when Bob
takes a picture of Alice in a crowded place, the picture
does not get tagged with names of all other people in
the crowd. Privacy remains preserved.

Once Bob is ready to take the picture, he activates the
camera on the phone. Bob’s phone immediately broad-
casts an activate-sensor beacon, encrypted with the
shared key – phones in the group activate their respec-
tive sensors. Once Bob clicks the picture, Bob’s camera
sends a beacon with its local timestamp and the phones
record it. Phone to phone communication is performed
using the WiFi ad hoc mode. After a threshold time from
the click, the phones deactivate their sensors, perform
basic activity recognition on the sensed information,
and send them back to Bob’s phone. Bob’s phone assim-
ilates these per-person activities, and also infers some
contextual information from its own sensors, including
location, ambient sound, light, etc.

The per-person activities are received from each phone
in the group, not necessarily those who were in the pic-
ture. Thus, Bob’s phone must tell which phone-owners
were in the picture, and tag it accordingly. Briefly,
TagSense adopts three mechanisms. (1) When peo-
ple explicitly pose for the picture, TagSense extracts a
pause signature from the accelerometer readings. This
pause signature correlates well with the timing of the
photo-click, and is found to be mostly absent in people
who are not posing for the picture. (2) People in the
picture are often faced towards the camera. TagSense
leverages the phones’ and camera’s compass directions

to infer a “mutually facing” relationship; this heuristic
improves the confidence of the posing signatures. As
will be evident later, unknown and time-varying phone
orientations make the problem difficult. (3) For pictures
in which the subjects do not pose explicitly, the TagSense
camera takes multiple snapshots. The motion vectors for
the subjects are computed from the sequence of snap-
shots, and then correlated to the motion derived from
the phones’ accelerometer/compass readings. Phones
that exhibit a good correlation (between the visual and
acceleration dimensions) are used for tagging. The next
section visits the design of these techniques in detail.

Knowing which phones/people are in the picture, TagSense
extracts the context information only from these phones.
In some cases, the context information is adequate for di-
rect tagging (e.g., sitting, walking, indoor, outdoor, etc.).
However, some measurements require CPU-intensive
processing (e.g., laughter recognition), and others rely
on external databases (e.g., GPS-to-address). In these
cases, TagSense exports the measurements to a cloud
and retrieves additional tags. These tags are then or-
dered in a when-where-who-what format as follows,
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and uploaded into a specified repository for image search
and other applications.
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word, and enter it in their respective phones. This pass-
word acts as a shared key, ensuring that sensed informa-
tion is confined only to group members. Thus, when Bob
takes a picture of Alice in a crowded place, the picture
does not get tagged with names of all other people in
the crowd. Privacy remains preserved.

Once Bob is ready to take the picture, he activates the
camera on the phone. Bob’s phone immediately broad-
casts an activate-sensor beacon, encrypted with the
shared key – phones in the group activate their respec-
tive sensors. Once Bob clicks the picture, Bob’s camera
sends a beacon with its local timestamp and the phones
record it. Phone to phone communication is performed
using the WiFi ad hoc mode. After a threshold time from
the click, the phones deactivate their sensors, perform
basic activity recognition on the sensed information,
and send them back to Bob’s phone. Bob’s phone assim-
ilates these per-person activities, and also infers some
contextual information from its own sensors, including
location, ambient sound, light, etc.

The per-person activities are received from each phone
in the group, not necessarily those who were in the pic-
ture. Thus, Bob’s phone must tell which phone-owners
were in the picture, and tag it accordingly. Briefly,
TagSense adopts three mechanisms. (1) When peo-
ple explicitly pose for the picture, TagSense extracts a
pause signature from the accelerometer readings. This
pause signature correlates well with the timing of the
photo-click, and is found to be mostly absent in people
who are not posing for the picture. (2) People in the
picture are often faced towards the camera. TagSense
leverages the phones’ and camera’s compass directions

to infer a “mutually facing” relationship; this heuristic
improves the confidence of the posing signatures. As
will be evident later, unknown and time-varying phone
orientations make the problem difficult. (3) For pictures
in which the subjects do not pose explicitly, the TagSense
camera takes multiple snapshots. The motion vectors for
the subjects are computed from the sequence of snap-
shots, and then correlated to the motion derived from
the phones’ accelerometer/compass readings. Phones
that exhibit a good correlation (between the visual and
acceleration dimensions) are used for tagging. The next
section visits the design of these techniques in detail.

Knowing which phones/people are in the picture, TagSense
extracts the context information only from these phones.
In some cases, the context information is adequate for di-
rect tagging (e.g., sitting, walking, indoor, outdoor, etc.).
However, some measurements require CPU-intensive
processing (e.g., laughter recognition), and others rely
on external databases (e.g., GPS-to-address). In these
cases, TagSense exports the measurements to a cloud
and retrieves additional tags. These tags are then or-
dered in a when-where-who-what format as follows,

<time, logical location,
name1 <activities for name1>,
name2 <activities for name2>, ...>

and uploaded into a specified repository for image search
and other applications.

4. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

This section zooms into the design and implementation
of the individual components in TagSense. We address
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word, and enter it in their respective phones. This pass-
word acts as a shared key, ensuring that sensed informa-
tion is confined only to group members. Thus, when Bob
takes a picture of Alice in a crowded place, the picture
does not get tagged with names of all other people in
the crowd. Privacy remains preserved.

Once Bob is ready to take the picture, he activates the
camera on the phone. Bob’s phone immediately broad-
casts an activate-sensor beacon, encrypted with the
shared key – phones in the group activate their respec-
tive sensors. Once Bob clicks the picture, Bob’s camera
sends a beacon with its local timestamp and the phones
record it. Phone to phone communication is performed
using the WiFi ad hoc mode. After a threshold time from
the click, the phones deactivate their sensors, perform
basic activity recognition on the sensed information,
and send them back to Bob’s phone. Bob’s phone assim-
ilates these per-person activities, and also infers some
contextual information from its own sensors, including
location, ambient sound, light, etc.

The per-person activities are received from each phone
in the group, not necessarily those who were in the pic-
ture. Thus, Bob’s phone must tell which phone-owners
were in the picture, and tag it accordingly. Briefly,
TagSense adopts three mechanisms. (1) When peo-
ple explicitly pose for the picture, TagSense extracts a
pause signature from the accelerometer readings. This
pause signature correlates well with the timing of the
photo-click, and is found to be mostly absent in people
who are not posing for the picture. (2) People in the
picture are often faced towards the camera. TagSense
leverages the phones’ and camera’s compass directions

to infer a “mutually facing” relationship; this heuristic
improves the confidence of the posing signatures. As
will be evident later, unknown and time-varying phone
orientations make the problem difficult. (3) For pictures
in which the subjects do not pose explicitly, the TagSense
camera takes multiple snapshots. The motion vectors for
the subjects are computed from the sequence of snap-
shots, and then correlated to the motion derived from
the phones’ accelerometer/compass readings. Phones
that exhibit a good correlation (between the visual and
acceleration dimensions) are used for tagging. The next
section visits the design of these techniques in detail.

Knowing which phones/people are in the picture, TagSense
extracts the context information only from these phones.
In some cases, the context information is adequate for di-
rect tagging (e.g., sitting, walking, indoor, outdoor, etc.).
However, some measurements require CPU-intensive
processing (e.g., laughter recognition), and others rely
on external databases (e.g., GPS-to-address). In these
cases, TagSense exports the measurements to a cloud
and retrieves additional tags. These tags are then or-
dered in a when-where-who-what format as follows,

<time, logical location,
name1 <activities for name1>,
name2 <activities for name2>, ...>

and uploaded into a specified repository for image search
and other applications.

4. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

This section zooms into the design and implementation
of the individual components in TagSense. We address
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word, and enter it in their respective phones. This pass-
word acts as a shared key, ensuring that sensed informa-
tion is confined only to group members. Thus, when Bob
takes a picture of Alice in a crowded place, the picture
does not get tagged with names of all other people in
the crowd. Privacy remains preserved.

Once Bob is ready to take the picture, he activates the
camera on the phone. Bob’s phone immediately broad-
casts an activate-sensor beacon, encrypted with the
shared key – phones in the group activate their respec-
tive sensors. Once Bob clicks the picture, Bob’s camera
sends a beacon with its local timestamp and the phones
record it. Phone to phone communication is performed
using the WiFi ad hoc mode. After a threshold time from
the click, the phones deactivate their sensors, perform
basic activity recognition on the sensed information,
and send them back to Bob’s phone. Bob’s phone assim-
ilates these per-person activities, and also infers some
contextual information from its own sensors, including
location, ambient sound, light, etc.

The per-person activities are received from each phone
in the group, not necessarily those who were in the pic-
ture. Thus, Bob’s phone must tell which phone-owners
were in the picture, and tag it accordingly. Briefly,
TagSense adopts three mechanisms. (1) When peo-
ple explicitly pose for the picture, TagSense extracts a
pause signature from the accelerometer readings. This
pause signature correlates well with the timing of the
photo-click, and is found to be mostly absent in people
who are not posing for the picture. (2) People in the
picture are often faced towards the camera. TagSense
leverages the phones’ and camera’s compass directions

to infer a “mutually facing” relationship; this heuristic
improves the confidence of the posing signatures. As
will be evident later, unknown and time-varying phone
orientations make the problem difficult. (3) For pictures
in which the subjects do not pose explicitly, the TagSense
camera takes multiple snapshots. The motion vectors for
the subjects are computed from the sequence of snap-
shots, and then correlated to the motion derived from
the phones’ accelerometer/compass readings. Phones
that exhibit a good correlation (between the visual and
acceleration dimensions) are used for tagging. The next
section visits the design of these techniques in detail.

Knowing which phones/people are in the picture, TagSense
extracts the context information only from these phones.
In some cases, the context information is adequate for di-
rect tagging (e.g., sitting, walking, indoor, outdoor, etc.).
However, some measurements require CPU-intensive
processing (e.g., laughter recognition), and others rely
on external databases (e.g., GPS-to-address). In these
cases, TagSense exports the measurements to a cloud
and retrieves additional tags. These tags are then or-
dered in a when-where-who-what format as follows,

<time, logical location,
name1 <activities for name1>,
name2 <activities for name2>, ...>

and uploaded into a specified repository for image search
and other applications.

4. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

This section zooms into the design and implementation
of the individual components in TagSense. We address
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word, and enter it in their respective phones. This pass-
word acts as a shared key, ensuring that sensed informa-
tion is confined only to group members. Thus, when Bob
takes a picture of Alice in a crowded place, the picture
does not get tagged with names of all other people in
the crowd. Privacy remains preserved.

Once Bob is ready to take the picture, he activates the
camera on the phone. Bob’s phone immediately broad-
casts an activate-sensor beacon, encrypted with the
shared key – phones in the group activate their respec-
tive sensors. Once Bob clicks the picture, Bob’s camera
sends a beacon with its local timestamp and the phones
record it. Phone to phone communication is performed
using the WiFi ad hoc mode. After a threshold time from
the click, the phones deactivate their sensors, perform
basic activity recognition on the sensed information,
and send them back to Bob’s phone. Bob’s phone assim-
ilates these per-person activities, and also infers some
contextual information from its own sensors, including
location, ambient sound, light, etc.

The per-person activities are received from each phone
in the group, not necessarily those who were in the pic-
ture. Thus, Bob’s phone must tell which phone-owners
were in the picture, and tag it accordingly. Briefly,
TagSense adopts three mechanisms. (1) When peo-
ple explicitly pose for the picture, TagSense extracts a
pause signature from the accelerometer readings. This
pause signature correlates well with the timing of the
photo-click, and is found to be mostly absent in people
who are not posing for the picture. (2) People in the
picture are often faced towards the camera. TagSense
leverages the phones’ and camera’s compass directions

to infer a “mutually facing” relationship; this heuristic
improves the confidence of the posing signatures. As
will be evident later, unknown and time-varying phone
orientations make the problem difficult. (3) For pictures
in which the subjects do not pose explicitly, the TagSense
camera takes multiple snapshots. The motion vectors for
the subjects are computed from the sequence of snap-
shots, and then correlated to the motion derived from
the phones’ accelerometer/compass readings. Phones
that exhibit a good correlation (between the visual and
acceleration dimensions) are used for tagging. The next
section visits the design of these techniques in detail.

Knowing which phones/people are in the picture, TagSense
extracts the context information only from these phones.
In some cases, the context information is adequate for di-
rect tagging (e.g., sitting, walking, indoor, outdoor, etc.).
However, some measurements require CPU-intensive
processing (e.g., laughter recognition), and others rely
on external databases (e.g., GPS-to-address). In these
cases, TagSense exports the measurements to a cloud
and retrieves additional tags. These tags are then or-
dered in a when-where-who-what format as follows,

<time, logical location,
name1 <activities for name1>,
name2 <activities for name2>, ...>

and uploaded into a specified repository for image search
and other applications.

4. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

This section zooms into the design and implementation
of the individual components in TagSense. We address
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word, and enter it in their respective phones. This pass-
word acts as a shared key, ensuring that sensed informa-
tion is confined only to group members. Thus, when Bob
takes a picture of Alice in a crowded place, the picture
does not get tagged with names of all other people in
the crowd. Privacy remains preserved.

Once Bob is ready to take the picture, he activates the
camera on the phone. Bob’s phone immediately broad-
casts an activate-sensor beacon, encrypted with the
shared key – phones in the group activate their respec-
tive sensors. Once Bob clicks the picture, Bob’s camera
sends a beacon with its local timestamp and the phones
record it. Phone to phone communication is performed
using the WiFi ad hoc mode. After a threshold time from
the click, the phones deactivate their sensors, perform
basic activity recognition on the sensed information,
and send them back to Bob’s phone. Bob’s phone assim-
ilates these per-person activities, and also infers some
contextual information from its own sensors, including
location, ambient sound, light, etc.

The per-person activities are received from each phone
in the group, not necessarily those who were in the pic-
ture. Thus, Bob’s phone must tell which phone-owners
were in the picture, and tag it accordingly. Briefly,
TagSense adopts three mechanisms. (1) When peo-
ple explicitly pose for the picture, TagSense extracts a
pause signature from the accelerometer readings. This
pause signature correlates well with the timing of the
photo-click, and is found to be mostly absent in people
who are not posing for the picture. (2) People in the
picture are often faced towards the camera. TagSense
leverages the phones’ and camera’s compass directions

to infer a “mutually facing” relationship; this heuristic
improves the confidence of the posing signatures. As
will be evident later, unknown and time-varying phone
orientations make the problem difficult. (3) For pictures
in which the subjects do not pose explicitly, the TagSense
camera takes multiple snapshots. The motion vectors for
the subjects are computed from the sequence of snap-
shots, and then correlated to the motion derived from
the phones’ accelerometer/compass readings. Phones
that exhibit a good correlation (between the visual and
acceleration dimensions) are used for tagging. The next
section visits the design of these techniques in detail.

Knowing which phones/people are in the picture, TagSense
extracts the context information only from these phones.
In some cases, the context information is adequate for di-
rect tagging (e.g., sitting, walking, indoor, outdoor, etc.).
However, some measurements require CPU-intensive
processing (e.g., laughter recognition), and others rely
on external databases (e.g., GPS-to-address). In these
cases, TagSense exports the measurements to a cloud
and retrieves additional tags. These tags are then or-
dered in a when-where-who-what format as follows,

<time, logical location,
name1 <activities for name1>,
name2 <activities for name2>, ...>

and uploaded into a specified repository for image search
and other applications.
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word, and enter it in their respective phones. This pass-
word acts as a shared key, ensuring that sensed informa-
tion is confined only to group members. Thus, when Bob
takes a picture of Alice in a crowded place, the picture
does not get tagged with names of all other people in
the crowd. Privacy remains preserved.

Once Bob is ready to take the picture, he activates the
camera on the phone. Bob’s phone immediately broad-
casts an activate-sensor beacon, encrypted with the
shared key – phones in the group activate their respec-
tive sensors. Once Bob clicks the picture, Bob’s camera
sends a beacon with its local timestamp and the phones
record it. Phone to phone communication is performed
using the WiFi ad hoc mode. After a threshold time from
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The challenge of ‘Who’

•Include only those in camera view

•Why not use localization?

•New opportunities enabled by 
multi-dimensional sensing
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orientations make the problem difficult. (3) For pictures
in which the subjects do not pose explicitly, the TagSense
camera takes multiple snapshots. The motion vectors for
the subjects are computed from the sequence of snap-
shots, and then correlated to the motion derived from
the phones’ accelerometer/compass readings. Phones
that exhibit a good correlation (between the visual and
acceleration dimensions) are used for tagging. The next
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Possible opportunities

1. Accelerometer based motion signatures 

2. Complementary compass directions 

3. Correlating visual and acceleration
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Move into posing

1. Accelerometer based motion signatures
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Is Bob a special case?
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Possible opportunities
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3. Correlating visual and acceleration
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2. Complementary compass directions
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•Compass reading != User’s orientation

•The diff: Personal Compass Offset (PCO)

•Need to calibrate PCO

- Use posing picture for calibration

Is someone facing the camera?

Phone direction 

Body direction 
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•Taking several snapshots 
after shutter click

•Motion vector can be 
obtained by optical flow from 
adjacent snapshots

•Correlate with accelerometer 
readings to find who

Figure 5: Extracting motion vectors of people from two successive snapshots in (a) and (b): (c) The optical flow
field showing the velocity of each pixel; (d) The corresponding color graph; (e) The result of edge detection;
(f) The motion vectors for the two detected moving objects.

els with different velocities are assigned different colors,

producing clear boundaries for moving objects (Figure

5(d)). Fourth, using the outcome of the third step, an

edge finding algorithm identifies the objects in the pic-

ture, as shown in Figure 5(e). Now, a bounding box is

created around each object. Finally, the average velocity

of one-third of the pixels, located in the center of each

object, is computed and returned as the motion vectors

of the people in the picture. Figure 5(f) shows the result.

Once the optical motion vectors are in place, TagSense

assimilates the accelerometer readings from different

phones and computes their individual velocities. Of

course, standard noise suppression and smoothing tech-

niques are first applied on the acceleration [7]. TagSense

now matches the optical velocity with each of the phone’s

accelerometer readings. Direct matching is cumbersome

– the magnitude and direction of velocity will not di-

rectly relate to any instantaneous acceleration reading.

Instead we match coarse-grained properties of the two

motion vectors. A person walking is likely to exhibit a

uniform change across the different snapshots, different

from those biking, or moving back and forth while play-

ing. The accelerometer readings are also classified into

these coarse buckets, and the person is identified based

on such a match. The process repeats for every object,

and every match adds a new person in the picture.

Combining the Opportunities

Given a picture, TagSense attempts to leverage the above

opportunities for tagging it with the names of people.

For this, it first searches for the posing signature in the

accelerometer readings of every phone, and also com-

putes that user’s facing direction (assuming that it al-

ready knows her PCO). If the posing signature is present,

the person is immediately deemed to be in the picture.

In the absence of the posing signature, TagSense checks

if the person is reasonably static. If the person is static,

and the person’s facing direction makes less than ± 45◦
angle with the camera’s direction, then the user is also

included. Finally, if the person is not static, TagSense

computes the picture’s optical motion vectors and corre-

lates with the person’s accelerometer/compass readings.

The person is included upon a high match.

Points of Discussion

(1) We are aware that TagSense cannot pinpoint people in
a picture. It can say that Alice is in the picture but may

not be able to point out which of the three people in the

picture is Alice. Nevertheless, we believe that tagging

the picture with only the names is still valuable for ap-

plications such as image search and retrieval.

(2) TagSense cannot identify kids as they are not likely to
have phones. This is a major limitation, however, even at

a young age, kids are beginning to listen to music and

play games on mobile devices like iPods/PS2s. TagSense

works with any such device that has a wireless footprint

and basic sensors. Of course, babies will still be hard,

and babies may be a reason for taking many pictures.
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Figure 5: Extracting motion vectors of people from two successive snapshots in (a) and (b): (c) The optical flow
field showing the velocity of each pixel; (d) The corresponding color graph; (e) The result of edge detection;
(f) The motion vectors for the two detected moving objects.
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TagSense evaluation

•A prototype on Android Nexus One phones

•Evaluated TagSense with 200+ pictures

•Compare people tagging results with Picasa & iPhoto
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Figure 7: Performance of TagSense: (a) Top and (b) bottom graphs show people inside and outside each picture.

Wrongly excluded/included ones are shown in red/black. Overall, TagSense does well in tagging people.
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Figure 8: iPhoto wrongly excludes quite a few people. But only a few are wrongly included (graph not shown).
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Figure 9: Picasa too wrongly excludes many people. But just one is wrongly included (graph not shown).
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expose such an API in the near future. TagSense exploits
these capabilities for background tagging.

4.4 WHEN is the picture taken
Tagging the picture with current time is a standard fea-
ture in today’s cameras, and TagSense trivially inherits
it. However, TagSense adds to this by contacting an In-
ternet weather service and fetching the weather condi-
tions. If the picture happens to be taken outdoors, and
if the whether suggests snowing or raining, TagSense as-
sociates that tag with the photo. Finally, if the picture
is taken after sunset (determined by sending the current
time to the wether service), TagSense tags the picture as
“at night”. Together, the “when-where-who-what” tags
offer a reasonable description of the picture. The follow-
ing section evaluates the overall efficacy.

5. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
To evaluate TagSense, we have conducted real-life ex-
periments with 8 Google Nexus One phones. One phone
is used as a camera while others are carried by 7 par-
ticipants naturally in their pockets. When a picture is
taken, the camera triggers other phones and gathers
sensor readings through WiFi ad-hoc mode. The sens-
ing data is later processed to generate tags. To collect
a diverse set of pictures, we visited four different set-
tings: (1) Duke University’s Wilson Gym, (2) Nasher
Museum of Art, (3) research lab in Hudson Hall, and (4)
a Thanksgiving party at a faculty’s house. For brevity, we
refer to these scenarios as gym, museum, lab, and house.

Our evaluation aims to answer the following questions:
(1) How well does TagSense tag people compared to face
recognition-based approaches; (2) How does human be-
havior in different scenarios affect the individual tagging
methods (posing, compass, motion). (3) How well can
TagSense recognize activities/context. We begin with
tagging people in the picture, and later evaluate activ-
ity and context-tagging. We end with a toy image search
tool using our collection of 200 tagged pictures.

5.1 Tagging People
We compare TagSense with Apple’s iPhoto and Google’s
Picasa, two popular products that employ face recogni-
tion. Once a person’s face is manually tagged with a
name, iPhoto and Picasa attempt to tag similar faces in
other pictures. In our evaluation, we tagged each par-
ticipant’s face once and let iPhoto and Picasa tag other
pictures in the set.

Figure 7 illustrates how well TagSense tags people in a
picture: Figure 7(a) shows how accurately people were
included in the picture, while Figure 7(b) shows how

accurately they were excluded2. For example, in the last
picture in Figure 7(a), TagSense correctly identifies 2 of
the 3 people in the picture. Overall, TagSense performs
reasonably well in separating the people outside from
those inside a picture. In contrast, Figure 8 shows that
iPhoto has very high false negatives though only a few
false positives, i.e., iPhoto is accurate when it detects a
face, but it fails to detect a large fraction of faces. Picasa,
as shown in Figure 9, performs better than iPhoto on our
picture set, but it too does not recognize many faces. To
formally evaluate TagSense and compare it with iPhoto
and Picasa, we employ the metrics commonly used for
information retrieval – precision, recall and fall-out.

Metrics

We know the people in each picture, so the ground truth
is known. Therefore, the precision, recall, and fall-out of
TagSense can be defined as follows.

precision =
|People Inside ∩ Tagged by TagSense|

|Tagged by TagSense|

recall =
|People Inside ∩ Tagged by TagSense|

|People Inside|

fall-out =
|People Outside ∩ Tagged by TagSense|

|People Outside|
Similarly, we can compute the precision, recall, and fall-
out for iPhoto and Picasa. The goal of a tagging scheme
is to achieve high precision, high recall, and low fall-out.

Overall Performance

Figure 10 compares the performance of TagSense with
iPhoto and Picasa using these metrics. The precision,
recall, and fall-out are computed over the entire set of
pictures. While the precisions of iPhoto and Picasa are
better than TagSense, their recalls are much lower. Im-
portantly, recall is a key metric for search-like applica-
tions. A low recall implies that when a user searches
for a picture, the results are unlikely to include the one
she is looking for. On the other hand, a low precision
(with high recall), is more likely to return the sought
picture, along with several less relevant ones. TagSense
provides the latter type of service, which perhaps is the
more common case in image search applications.

Method-wise and Scenario-wise Performance

Figure 11 shows how the 3 different people-tagging
methods (posing, compass, and motion) perform in
different scenarios. Evidently, posing signatures work
reliably in the majority of museum and lab pictures
2In an attempt to preserve natural behavior, we allowed peo-
ple to freely move in and out of the camera’s communication
range. Hence, in some of the pictures, the sum of people inside
and outside the picture adds up to less than seven.
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methods (posing, compass, and motion) perform in
different scenarios. Evidently, posing signatures work
reliably in the majority of museum and lab pictures
2In an attempt to preserve natural behavior, we allowed peo-
ple to freely move in and out of the camera’s communication
range. Hence, in some of the pictures, the sum of people inside
and outside the picture adds up to less than seven.

9

Evaluation for tagging people

TagSense achieves better Recall with some sacrifice on Precision

Precision =

Recall =

Fallout =
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December 4th afternoon,

Hudson Hall, outdoor, 

standing, snowing,

Xuan

TagSense case 1
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November 21st afternoon,

Nasher Museum, indoor, 

Romit, Sushma, Naveen, 
Souvik, Justin, Vijay, Xuan, 

standing, talking

TagSense case 2
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November 21st noon, 

Duke Wilson Gym, indoor, 

playing, music,

Chuan, Romit

TagSense case 3
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November 21st evening, 

155 main street, indoor, 

Talking,

(Not recognized)

TagSense case 4 (failure case)
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November 21st evening, 

155 main street, indoor, 

Talking,

(Not recognized)

TagSense case 4 (failure case)
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Image processing and smartphone sensing could be complementary
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Related works

•Image processing based auto-tagging

•Semi-auto tagging

- Cloud based [Naaman JDCL2005] [Sarvas MobiSys2004]

- Crowd-Sourcing based solution [CrowdSearch MobiSys2010]

•Special hardware 

- ContextCam[Shwetak UbiComp2004] 
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Limitations of TagSense

•TagSense cannot tag pictures taken in the past

•TagSense can not recognize people not carrying phones

•TagSense’s current vocabulary is quite limited

29
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TagSense revision & future work

•TagSense -- emulating human recollection

- Sensors are similar to human senses

- Recorded sensing data is similar to human memory

•Future: tag generation is a work in progress 

- Short time scale, multiple sensing dimensions

- Extensible: Face/Activity recognition techniques also fit in

                          New sensors are being added to smartphones

- A door to many possibilities: video-tagging, augmented reality, ...
30
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•TagSense -- emulating human recollection

- Sensors are similar to human senses

- Recorded sensing data is similar to human memory

•Future: tag generation is a work in progress 

- Short time scale, multiple sensing dimensions

- Extensible: Face/Activity recognition techniques also fit in

                          New sensors are being added to smartphones

- A door to many possibilities: video-tagging, augmented reality, ...

Thanks & Questions?
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